
Impedane of a bootstrap oaxial trapOwen Du�y14 Marh 2007AbstratThis artile presents the derivation for an expression for the impedane of a bootstrap onneted oaxtrap based on a transmission line model of the oax interior and model of the exterior indutor.Figure 1: Bootstrap oax trap

Fig 1 shows the on�guration of a bootstrap onneted oax trap, sometimes alled the Hi-Z onnetion.If it is assumed that skin e�et is fully e�etive, a simple equivalent iruit of this struture omprises twoelements:
• an indutor formed by the outer surfae of the oil of oax; and
• the oax transmission line.IndutorThe indutor an be modelled as having some indutane, and some equivalent series loss resistane. Atthe frequenies of interest, this model is inadequate in that it doesn't aount for stray apaitane. A �rstapproximation of stray apaitane is a small apaitane in parallel with the series ombination of L and R.1



Transmission LineA transmission line of harateristi impedane Zo an be represented by a two port network, with voltage
V1 and urrent I1 into port 1, and voltage V2 and urrent I2 out of port 2.The di�erential mode of the transmission line an be desribed by the following pair of equations.

V1 = V2 · cosh(θ) + i2 · Zo · sinh(θ) (1)
I1 =

V2

Zo

· sinh(θ) + i2 · cosh(θ) (2)Bootstrap trap Figure 2: Equivalent iruit of bootstrap trap

The indutor (Z) and transmission line bootstrap onneted an be represented by the equivalent iruit inFig 2 where θ is the produt of the omplex propagation onstant γ and length l, and Z is the impedaneof the hoke formed by the outer surfae of the outer ondutor of the oax forming the trap as disussedabove.The following three equations an be written to desribe the system.
V2 = (I1 + I2) · Zc (3)

V1 − V2 = V2 · cosh(θ) + i2 · Zo · sinh(θ) (4)
I1 =

V2

Zo

· sinh(θ) + i2 · cosh(θ) (5)Note that V1 and V2 are with respet to the point 0V. The point V1 is equivalent to A in Fig 1 and 0V isequivalent to B.Solving this set of equations for Ztrap = V1/I1 gives the following expression.
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Zo + Z · tanh(θ)
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